PREPARATION
EXERCISES

1. Review a mineral map of Idaho with the students. List where minerals
are found and discuss their possible uses.
2. Read a story to the class about the early gold rush, describing what life
was like for miners.
3. Bring in old mining tools. Have students look at them and guess how
they were used.
4. Lead students in a concept diagnosis discussion by asking the question,
"What do you know about mining in Idaho?" List 20 or so items, group
the answers and ask students to label each "group."

QUESTIONS
FROM TAPE
VOCABULARY

1. Is there a ghost town near where you live?
2. Can you guess what they are? (Four things it takes to hard rock mine.)
Boom Town-A town that builds up quickly, usually near a mine or gold
strike
Cradle-A mining tool. Sand or gravel is placed in the top of the box-like
cradle and while water is run through, the cradle is rocked causing the
gold to separate from the dirt.
Dredge-A barge that digs up large amounts of dirt from a pond or stream
bed and sifts through the gravel to separate out the gold
Ghost Town-A town where most or all of the people have moved away
leaving the empty buildings behind
Hard Rock Mining-A form of mining where workers dig into the earth to
find precious metals
Hydraulic Mining-A type of mining where a high pressure stream of
water is shot at a hillside eroding away the dirt and gravel to find gold
Mineral-A substance found in nature. Gold and silver are minerals.
Phosphate-A mineral often used in fertilizer
Placer Mining-A type of mining where the miner sifts through sand or
gravel to find gold
Prosperity-Good fortune, success or wealth
Sluice Box-A series of long open boxes used to separate gold from sand or
gravel
Union-A group of workers who join together to help and protect one
another

